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Abstract 

Using ant colony algorithm to solve TSP (traveling salesman problem) has some 

disadvantages as easily plunging into local minimum, slow convergence speed and so on. In 

order to find the optimal path accurately and rapidly, an improved ant colony algorithm is 

proposed. Experimental results show that the improved ant colony algorithm has better 

effectiveness for TSP problems solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

TSP (Traveling salesman problem) was firstly put forward by an Irish mathematician 

William Roman Hamilton at the beginning of the 19th century. It is usually described like 

this: with urban traffic network preset, how to select a path for promoters and make sure the 

total journey, which starts from a certain point (station), passes each node and returns back to 

the starting point, is the shortest [1]. TSP is one of the world-known non-deterministic 

polynomial problems and one of the classical issues in the circle of combination optimization 

and computer science [3]. 

Since TSP is an abstract form of complex engineering optimization in various fields, it has 

been extensively applied in such fields as VLSI chip design, network route and automobile 

route selection, and has provided different algorithms in discrete optimization with a platform 

full of methods and thoughts [2, 4]. In addition, as a typical problem in NPC, TSP and other 

NPC issues are equivalent. If breakthroughs are made in the solution of TSP, a large number 

of NPC issues can be readily solved. That’s why studies on TSP solutions have great practical 

value and theoretical significance. Although the absolutely effective algorithm of TSP hasn’t 

been found yet, human beings have been continuously exploring and accumulating numerous 

algorithms for a long time. The existing main algorithms can be divided into traditional 

optimization algorithm and modern intelligent optimization algorithm. The former can be 

mainly divided into two directions, namely complete algorithm and approximation algorithm 

[6]. The latter mainly include genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony 

algorithm, taboo search algorithm, greedy algorithm and neural network algorithm. 

Ant colony algorithm is a kind of heuristic algorithm put forward by M. Dorigo to solve 

the famous travelling salesman problem and also a kind of intellectual evolutionary algorithm 

simulating ant colony’s foraging behavior in the Nature. In the searching process of ant 

colony algorithm, ants firstly search the surrounding area of their nest randomly. Once an ant 

finds food source, it will evaluate the number and quality of food, and carry some food to the 

nest; it will also leave a kind of secretion that is regarded as pheromone on the ground on its 

way back. The number of such pheromone it leaves depends on the amount and quality of 

food [10-15]. As to certain path, the larger the number of ants selecting this path is, the more 
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intensive pheromone left by ants along this path becomes. In this way, more ants will be 

attracted to select this path, thus forming a kind of favorable positive feedback. Through 

positive feedback mechanism, ants can finally find the shortest paths from food to their nest 

one by one [8-9]. 

It is shown from the above that the mode ants cooperate in foraging is, in essence, a. the 

thicker pheromone trace in the path is, the larger probability it will be chosen, also known as 

path probability selection mechanism; b. the shorter the path is, the faster pheromone trace in 

it grows, also known as pheromone update mechanism; c. ants communicate via pheromone, 

also known as collaboration mechanism. It is the exact feature of the living creature-ant 

colony that has been applied in ant colony algorithm for solution. Since the process in which 

ants forage is extremely similar with the solution of TSP, the earliest application of ant colony 

algorithm was on TSP solution [7,16-19]. However, there was a larger possibility of being 

stuck in locally optimal solution, which means after the research reaches certain time period 

or degree in which the results acquired from all individuals are almost the same, which blocks 

the way of further exploring better results and ends up with failure in finding the globally 

optimal solution [5, 20-23]. Therefore, an improved ant colony algorithm which can solve the 

problem is put forward in this dissertation. 

 

2. Traditional Ant Colony Algorithm in Solving TSP 

2.1. Quantization of Ants’ Behaviors in Solving TSP with Ant Colony Algorithm 

Take n as the scale of TSP, here referred to as the number of cities, m as the number of 

artificial ants, ij as pheromone concentration of edge (i, j) at t moment. After ants finish one 

cycle, pheromone concentration on the corresponding moment edge is formula (1), which 

means the addition of residual pheromone concentration on the last time range and the newly 

added pheromone concentration on the current time range. Take ρ as a range of constant from 

0 to 1. Apparently, 1-ρ means the volatilization intensity factor of pheromone concentration 

from t to t+1,  

 

( 1)ij ij ijt                                     (1) 
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Here, (2) is the added pheromone concentration at (i j) from t to t+1. 

As to the three computation models of ij suggested by M. Dorigo: ant-cycle system、 

ant-quantity system and ant-density system, the latter two models utilize local information 

while the former one utilizes global information. According to experiments and comparisons, 

ant-cycle system shows better performance in TSP solution. So, it is taken as the basic model 

in this dissertation. 
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Here, Q is a constant used to show the total quantity of released pheromone after the ant 

finishes a complete path search. Lk shows the total path cost for the kth ant, and it is the 

aggregation of all costs kth ant need to pass each path. Apparently, ant will not release any 

pheromone in the path it doesn’t pass. 

Define the kth ant at point iV  at the present moment. Next, choose point 
jV , which means 

the probability of selection path (i, j) is (4): 

 

, ,
( ) ( )

0,

ij ij
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ijC  is the cost ant needs in the path (i, j). α  and β  are used to control the relative 

importance degree of pheromone concentration and the length of path. kallowed  is the 

collection of optional paths in the next step on the premise that kth ant meets the three 

conditions of artificial ants’ behaviors. The detailed procedure of Ant Colony Algorithm is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

2.2 Ant Colony Algorithm Description in Solving TSP 

Based on the above analysis, data structure visited-cityk which controls the feature of “not 

selecting paths already taken in the present cycle as the next step” is introduced, and it 

represents a collection of cities the kth ant visits, 1≤ k ≤  m. At the initialized stage, m 

artificial ants are placed in different cities, and the initial pheromone concentration of each 

edge is set as a constant (0)ij C  . The first value of element visited-cityk of each ant is set 

as the city it starts. After ants finish a complete path searching (starting off from a certain 

city, passing all cities once and returning to the starting point), calculate the value of 
k

ij  and 

update the pheromone concentration on each edge. Then, starts a new cycle till iterations 

reaches the preset maximum number of cycles-NC or all ants select the same path. That’s the 

end of the process. 

Algorithm of Ant-Cycle System is described as below: 

(1) Initialization: 0, 0, 0ijt nc     , place m ants in n cities, nc represents the number 

of iterative cycle; t represents a “fake” time control variable. 
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Figure 1. The Detailed Procedure of Ant Colony Algorithm 
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(2) Place the initial starting points of all ants in the current disaggregation visited-cityk; 

move each ant k to the next point j at probability 
k

ijp  and place j in the current disaggregation 

visited-cityk. 

(3) Calculate the objective function value Lk of each ant; record the current best solution. 

(4) Update the pheromone concentration of each edge based on rules of adjusting 

pheromone. 

(5) Set 0, 1ij nc nc     on each edge (i, j). 

(6) If nc ＜NC and there’s no degeneration (all solutions found are identical), proceed with 

step (2). Otherwise, finish the process and output the current best solution. 

 

3. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm in Solving TSP  

3.1. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm Strategies 

The difference between improved ant colony algorithm and basic ant colony algorithm lies 

in the addition of disturbance strategy, volatilization factor adjustment strategy and rewards 

and punishments strategy. In order to improve the global searching ability of the algorithm 

and avoid being stuck in local optimum, disturbance strategy is put forward here, because the 

basic ant colony algorithm will be easily stuck in local optimum. When the iterations of this 

cycle is the integral multiple(s) of the number of cities, start disturbance of pheromone 

concentration and decrease higher values of pheromone concentration, so as to prevent the 

algorithm from being stuck in local optimum. This dissertation targets at the first 20% path 

with the highest pheromone concentration. The specific method goes like this: adjust the 

pheromone concentration of the first 20% path with the highest pheromone concentration to 

an average value while keeping the remaining pheromone concentration. In this way, research 

can be continued based on the existing better value in the next iteration, thus avoiding local 

optimum. The value of pheromone volatilization coefficient ρ is directly related with the 

global searching ability and rate of convergence of ant colony algorithm. The expression (6) 

below shows the update treatment this algorithm applies on residual pheromone. 

( ) ( 1) (1 )ij ijt t                          (6) 

Here, ρ  is pheromone volatilization velocity coefficient. The method it is computed also 

depends on computation models. In order to avoid being stuck in local optimum, the smaller 

volatilization coefficient is applied at the initial stage of searching. And the bigger 

volatilization coefficient is applied at the later stage to improve the rate of convergence. In 

this algorithm, dynamic setting of ρ  is applied. Based on different scales of cities, ρ  is 

smaller at the initial stage of iteration, which can expand the range of searching and avoid 

being stuck in local optimum. At the later stage of iteration, ρ  value gradually increases, 

which makes it possible to achieve faster rate of convergence. Pick up better solutions found 

in each cycle and offer rewards and worse solutions for punishment, so as to accelerate the 

differences of pheromone between better paths and common paths. The specific method goes 

like this: offer extra pheromone rewards to paths ants pass and achieve optimal values and 

less pheromone rewards to paths ants pass and achieve approximate optimal values, and 

decrease pheromone in paths ants pass and achieve worse values. 
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3.2. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm Flow 

At the initial stage, acquire a city distance table from city information and place all ants in 

the starting cities. Set pheromone concentration on each edge as a constant. After ants finish a 

complete path selection, calculate the value of  
k

ij  and update the pheromone concentration 

on each edge. Then, start a new cycle of iteration. When iterations reaches the preset constant, 

put an end to the process. 

Basic steps of ant colony algorithm for TSP are shown below: 

(1) Initialization: finish initialization and assignment of corresponding parameters; 

(2) Read data of all cities and calculate the distance between two cities. Initialize 

pheromone concentration on each edge; 

(3) Before starting a new cycle of iteration, initialize taboo table of all ants and rules of all 

ants’ state transition probability. Select the next destination city under the restriction of taboo 

table and update the current taboo table till a legal path is finally formed; 

(4) Pick up better solutions found in the cycles and offer rewards, otherwise, punishments 

to worse solutions; 

(5) Dynamically set volatilization coefficient ρ  based on iterations and city scales; 

(6) If iterations in the cycle is integral multiple (s) of the number of cities, activate 

disturbance strategy and update stimulating information sheet; 

(7) After iteration in each cycle finishes, calculate the length of path generated by all ants. 

The length of path is the aggregation of all edges ants pass. Here, the shortest path is 

recorded. Update pheromone on each edge based on the rewards strategy for the shortest path. 

Update volatilization information on the global stimulating information table; 

(8) If the value found in this cycle of iteration is better than the previous optimal value, set 

it as the current optimal value and output it; 

(9) If conditions for termination are not reached, start a new cycle of iteration; otherwise, 

put an end to the process and output the optimal value. 

 

4. Experiment Result 

Take Oliver 30 in the internationally universal TSP test library TSPLIB as an example and 

compare the improved algorithm put forward in this dissertation, the basic ant colony 

algorithm and ant colony system algorithm to examine the performance of algorithms. 

Programming language is C++. Compiling environment is Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. In this 

experiment, parameter settings are α=1,β= 3, Q=100,  respectively. Test each algorithm for 40 

times. The result of tests is shown in Table 1 below. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, bringing in disturbance strategy and dynamic volatilization factor adjusting 

strategy can effectively avoid being stuck in local optimum too early; adopting rewards 

strategy can enhance the efficiency of searching. The improved algorithm in this dissertation 

can substantially improve the rate of convergence and stability when comparing with 

traditional any colony algorithm. Thus, it is demonstrated to be feasible enough here. 

Table 1. The Result of Experiment 

Algorithm 
Basic Ant Colony 

Algorithm 

Improved Ant Colony 

Algorithm 
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Average Iterations 140 78 

Average Solution 430.238 428.334 

Optimal Solution 425.82 423.741 

Total Time of 40 Tests 46.648 11.687 
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